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Christensen Arms to Exhibit at 2023 SHOT Show 

 
Gunnison, Utah – (January 9th, 2023) Christensen Arms, manufacturer of state-of-the-art 
precision firearms and carbon fiber barrels, is proud to announce they will be exhibiting at the 
2023 SHOT Show, one of the firearms industry’s most highly anticipated events of the year. 
The 45th annual Shooting, Hunting and Outdoor Trade Show (SHOT Show) will be held 
Tuesday, January 17th to Friday, January 20th in Las Vegas, Nevada at the Venetian Expo 
Center and Caesars Forum. 
 
As one of the most prestigious trade shows in the world, the SHOT Show exclusively hosts and 
caters to professionals in the shooting, hunting and outdoor industries. This year, Christensen 
Arms will showcase their state-of-the-art firearms, accessories and components. The highlights 
will be Flash Forged Technology (FFT) and the Modern Hunting Rifle. 
 
If you are planning to attend the SHOT Show, please stop by the Christensen Arms booth 
#11816 to see all the best-in-class firearms and more that they have to offer.  
 
Flash Forged Technology utilizes an aerospace monocoque shell that eliminates unnecessary 
internal weight. The result is an FFT-designed stock that is up to a full pound lighter than 
traditionally manufactured carbon fiber composite rifle stocks – creating a more consistent 
shooting foundation while reducing user fatigue in the field. FFT is available exclusively on 
select Christensen Arms firearms. 
 
Introduced in 2022, and now shipping, the Modern Hunting Rifle is versatile, modular and future-
focused. Built on an aluminum mini-chassis with V-block bedding, the MHR provides the 
accuracy of a chassis rifle and the ergonomics of a hunting rifle, all while offering exceptional 
modularity. Utilizing the all-new FFT technology, the stock, forearm, and grips can be swapped out 
to create configurations that meet any sport shooting or hunting situation. Whether on the hunt of a 
lifetime, or ringing steel at the range, the Modern Hunting Rifle will exceed all your expectations.  
 
Dealers interested in carrying Christensen Arms products can stop by the booth to speak to, or 
make an appointment with, a sales representative to get more information about becoming an 
authorized dealer or buying direct from Christensen Arms.  
 
To learn more about the complete product offerings from Christensen Arms, please visit 
www.christensenarms.com or follow us on Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. 
 
About Christensen Arms  
Established in 1995, Christensen Arms is focused on incorporating top-tier aerospace materials 
and processes into production - resulting in some of the most lightweight, precise, and accurate 
firearms in the industry and around the globe. 
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